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Abstract
We study the prospects of searches for exotic long-lived particles with the MoEDAL detector at the LHC, assuming
the integrated luminosity of 30 fb−1 that is expected at the end of Run 3. MoEDAL incorporates nuclear track
detectors deployed a few metres away from the interaction point, which are sensitive to any highly-ionizing
particles. Hence MoEDAL is able to detect singly- or doubly-charged particles with low velocities β < 0.15 or
< 0.3, respectively, and lifetimes larger than O(1) m/c. We examine the MoEDAL sensitivity to various singly-
charged supersymmetric particles with long lifetimes and to several types of doubly-charged long-lived particles
with different spins and SU(2) charges. We compare the prospective MoEDAL mass reaches to current limits from
ATLAS and CMS, which involve auxiliary analysis assumptions. MoEDAL searches for doubly-charged fermions
are particularly competitive.
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1. Introduction
One of the key priorities of the LHC experi-
mental programme is to search for new particles
beyond the Standard Model, or at least set robust
constraints on their possible existence. Priorities
during Runs 1 and 2 of the LHC included scans
for bumps in invariant-mass spectra, searches for
excesses of missing transverse energy in events
with various topologies, and precision tests of
Standard Model (SM) predictions. With the
striking exception of the discovery of the Higgs
boson, none of these searches has yet borne any
fruit.
In parallel with these mainstream searches for
new particles, there has been growing interest
in less-orthodox searches. These have included
searches for long-lived particles (LLPs), which we
review in Section 2. These long-lived particles
may arise in various scenarios beyond the SM that
satisfy any of the following conditions: (i) small
couplings, (ii) nearly degenerate masses or (iii)
heavy intermediate (virtual) particles mediating
decays [1–3]. We expect such searches to receive
increased attention during LHC Run 3.
During Runs 1 and 2 of the LHC the search
for magnetically-charged particles was the main
objective of the MoEDAL experiment, which
has published limits from searches for magnetic
monopoles [4] and dyons [5]. The ATLAS Col-
laboration has also published limits on magnetic
monopole production [6].
As we discuss in Section 3 one of the key
features of the MoEDAL detector [7] is its ar-
ray of panels of nuclear track detectors (NTDs),
which can register anomalously heavy ionization
as would be produced by singly-charged particles
with velocities β ≡ v/c < 0.15, or by doubly-
charged particles with β < 0.3. The MoEDAL
NTD panels are located at distances ∼ 2 m from
the interaction point, and are therefore sensitive
to long-lived heavily-ionizing particles with life-
times τ longer than O(1) m/c [8, 9]. We discuss
in Section 4 the analysis framework that we use to
study long-lived charged particles, which we ap-
ply to a couple of well-motivated theoretic models
in Sections 5 and 6.
One such model is supersymmetry, which has
been the object of many other searches at the
LHC [10, 11]. The minimal supersymmetric ex-
tension of the SM (the MSSM) does not con-
tain any doubly-charged particles, but many of
its singly-charged particles are candidates to be
long-lived, and several mechanisms suggest this
possibility [12–15]. The lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP) would be stable if R-parity is con-
served, but could be unstable with a long life-
time if R-parity is weakly broken [16,17]. Even if
R-parity is conserved, the next-to-lightest super-
symmetric particle (NLSP) could be long-lived if
it is very nearly degenerate with the LSP, as in
coannihilation scenarios, or if the supersymmet-
ric particle(s) mediating its decay is (are) very
heavy, as in scenarios with split supersymmetry
[18, 19]. Another possibility is that the LSP has
only very weak interactions, e.g., if it is the grav-
itino or some other particle with gravitational-
strength interactions, or if it is located in a well-
sequestered hidden sector. In either case, the
lightest supersymmetric particle in the visible sec-
tor could be long-lived [20–22].
Prospects for discovering long-lived sparticles
with MoEDAL was first discussed in [8,9]. These
studies considered a double long-lived (LL) cas-
cade chain: pp → g˜g˜, g˜ → jj[χ˜01]LL, [χ˜01]LL →
τ [τ˜ ]LL, assuming that the χ˜
0
1 and τ˜ are both
long-lived. In this paper we extend this discus-
sion to consider direct pair production of gen-
eral meta-stable sparticles, including charged R-
hadrons containing a gluino, squark or stop, as
well as Winos, Higgsinos and sleptons, without
making any specific assumptions about the mod-
els in which they appear [23].
A second scenario that may lead to a long-
lived heavy fermion is a Type-III seesaw model
[24–26], in which the SM is augmented with at
least two SU(2)L-triplet fermion fields (Σ) with
Y = 0. The observed neutrino mass is given by
mν ≈ Y 2ν v2/mΣ, where Yν is the Dirac Yukawa
coupling, v is the SM vev and MΣ is the mass
of the heavy triplet fermion. In this model,
radiative corrections generate a mass splitting
mΣ±−mΣ0 > m±pi [27,28] so that the decay Σ± →
Σ0 + pi± is kinematically allowed, with a lifetime
O(10−8) s that leads to very soft charged pion
but no long-lived charged-particle track. How-
2
3ever, if there are additional contributions to the
Σ±,0 masses that reduce the mass difference so
that the two-body decay is not allowed, the dom-
inant decay of the Σ± would be three-body with a
lifetime O(10−6) s. The latter case would lead to
a detectable long-lived charged particle signature
similar to that of the Wino, as we discuss later in
the paper.
A long-lived doubly-charged scalar particle
may appear in a number of models. One exam-
ple is a Type-II seesaw model of neutrino masses,
in which the SM is supplemented by a complex
SU(2)L triplet of scalar fields with hypercharge
Y = 2 [29–37], and other scenarios for doubly-
charged scalars are mentioned later. Another pos-
sibility for a doubly-charged particle is a spin-1/2
particle, such as a doubly-charged Higgsino as
appears in supersymmetric L-R models [38–42].
One can also simply add doubly-charged scalars
and fermions in various SU(2)L representations
to the particle content of the SM, then write down
the SM gauge-invariant interaction terms involv-
ing these new fields and study their phenomenol-
ogy [43, 44]. We consider here doubly-charged
particles that may be scalars or fermions and ei-
ther singlets or triplets of the SM SU(2)L gauge
group, without making any specific assumptions
about the models in which they appear. 1
Both ATLAS [49, 50] and CMS [51] have set
limits on certain species of long-lived super-
symmetric particles, ATLAS has also considered
multi-charged particles [52], and CMS [51] has
also considered one example of a doubly-charged
fermion as well as multi-charged particles [53], as
we review in Section 2. However, the ATLAS
and CMS searches both employed auxiliary sig-
natures, in particular either EmissT or muon trig-
gers [1–3]. Not all models containing long-lived
charged particles would yield a large EmissT signa-
ture, and therefore the data sets used are a com-
bination of both these complementary triggers, so
as to reduce substantially the model dependence
of the search. The MoEDAL analysis would not
invoke any such a signatures, and hence is fully
model-independent. In Table 1 we compare the
1Detailed discussions on various theoretical models of
long-lived stable particles and their signatures can be
found in [1–3,45–48].
prospective sensitivities of MoEDAL for a wide
selection of supersymmetric candidates with the
results of ATLAS and CMS, and Table 2 shows a
similar comparison for a wide selection of doubly-
charged candidates.
We note in passing that the parameter spaces
of both the Type-II and-III seesaw models, as
well as L-R symmetric models, are constrained by
various theoretical considerations and low-energy
experimental data [35–37, 45, 46, 54]. Since our
goal in this paper is to estimate the MoEDAL
sensitivities on these exotic particles in a model-
independent way, we refrain from discussing fur-
ther these indirect model-dependent limits.
The outline of our paper is as follows. In
Section 2 we review previous searches for long-
lived charged particles at the LHC by ATLAS
and CMS. Then, in Section 3 we review rele-
vant aspects of the MoEDAL detector, and in
Section 4 we describe the analysis framework we
use. The prospective sensitivities of MoEDAL for
long-lived supersymmetric particles are obtained
in Section 5 and those for doubly-charged parti-
cles in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarises
our conclusions.
2. Previous LHC Searches
There have been previous searches for long-
lived particles (LLPs) at the LHC by the AT-
LAS [49, 50, 55, 56] and CMS [51, 53, 57, 58] Col-
laborations. These searches are based on ob-
servables related to ionization loss, dE/dx, dis-
placed tracks, displaced vertices, delayed decays
and timing information on slowly-moving massive
particles. Most of these unusual events are associ-
ated with conventional final states involving pho-
tons, charged leptons, jets and missing transverse
energy, EmissT . In some cases those final states
occur as the decay products of LLPs, whilst in
other cases they are produced in association with
the LLPs. In all these searches, the pT of charged
leptons, photons or jets and EmissT were used to
trigger the event selection.
The ATLAS and CMS collaborations classi-
fied their LLP searches into two broad classes:
(i) heavy stable charged particles (HSCPs) (that
may decay outside the detector) [49–51, 53, 55]
4and (ii) decaying LLPs [56–58]. In the first
case, the HSCP gives rise to signatures that are
very different from traditional prompt signatures.
Singly-charged (| Q |= e) HSCPs typically travel
with speeds β = v/c < 1, giving rise to an ion-
ization loss (dE/dx) that is different from that
of minimum-ionising SM particles. Due to their
slower speeds, these particles would also take an
anomalously long time-of-flight (ToF) to reach
the muon chamber. Using the information on
ionization loss and ToF, the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations set lower limits on the masses of
such HSCPs, mainly in the context of supersym-
metry and its variants. The ATLAS collaboration
used a dataset of 36.1 fb−1 collected during the
13 TeV runs to look for such exotic particles. No
significant signal events were observed over the
expected background, and 95% CL upper lim-
its were set on the production cross-sections of
long-lived R-hadrons, as well as pairs of staus and
charginos. These upper limits can be translated
into lower limits on the masses of a long-lived
gluino, sbottom, stop, stau and chargino of 2000,
1250, 1340 and 1090 GeV, respectively [50]. 2
The ATLAS Collaboration also performed a
dedicated search for the anomalous ionisation sig-
nal arising from the pair production of SU(3)C
and SU(2)L singlet multi-charged (| Q |= Ze,
2 ≤ Z ≤ 7) HSCPs with spin-1/2 in the mass
range from 50 to 1400 GeV using an integrated
luminosity of 36.1fb−1 [52]. Non-observation of
any significant deviation from the standard model
background translates into 95% CL upper limits
on the Drell-Yan pair production cross-section as
a function of the charge of a lepton-like HSCP
for several values of Z between 2 and 7. This
upper limit on the pair production cross-section
can be recast into 95% CL lower limits on the
masses of lepton-like HSCPs for charges | Q |=
Ze : 2 ≤ Z ≤ 7, ranging between 980 GeV
and 1220 GeV for Z = 2 and Z = 7, respec-
2A shorter-lived coloured LSP could decay inside a detec-
tor after hadronization to form an R-hadron, e.g., a gluino
hadron may decay into pair of SM quark jets and the light-
est neutralino, χ01. Using the same data set, the ATLAS
Collaboration set a lower mass limit of 1290 - 2060 GeV
on the gluino, assuming pair production followed by such
a decay with mχ01
= 100 GeV [49].
tively. The CMS Collaboration studied the pair
production of SU(3)C and SU(2)L singlet singly-
charged (Z = 1), multiply-charged (Z > 1) and
fractionally-charged (Z < 1) spin-1/2 HSCPs
produced via the Drell-Yan process during Run 1
of the LHC at
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV, with inte-
grated luminosities of 5 fb−1 and 18.8 fb−1 re-
spectively. The 95% CL lower limit on the masses
are 480 (Z = 2/3), 574 (Z = 1), 685 (Z = 2), 796
(Z = 5), 781 (Z = 6), 757 (Z = 7) and 715
(Z = 8) GeV, respectively [53].
The CMS Collaboration also put 95% CL lower
mass bounds on the gluino, stop and stau of 1610,
1040 and 490 GeV, respectively, from the pro-
duction of HSCPs at the 13 TeV LHC run us-
ing a data sample from an integrated luminos-
ity of 2.5 fb−1. The corresponding mass limits
on | Q |= 1e (2e) lepton-like fermions of 550
(680) GeV were obtained by the CMS collabo-
ration [51]. 3
3. The MoEDAL detector
The MoEDAL detector [7] is located at Point
8 of the LHC, around the interaction point in the
VErtex LOcator (VELO) cavern of the LHCb de-
tector. MoEDAL is largely a passive LHC detec-
tor, and the subdetector system of principal rel-
evance for this analysis is comprised of a large
array (120 m2) of Nuclear Track Detector (NTD)
stacks composed of CR39 and Makrofol plastic
surrounding the interaction region. MoEDAL
also has paramagnetic trapping volumes (MMTs)
that can capture highly-ionizing electrically- and
magnetically-charged particles. The possible de-
cays of trapped long-lived electrically-charged
particles can be monitored at a remote facil-
ity, and magnetically-charged particles are mon-
3A dedicated search by the CMS Collaboration for an
anomalous signal arising from disappearing charged tracks
using the data collected in Run 2 during the 13 TeV run
of the LHC, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
140 fb−1, set a 95% CL lower limit m
χ±1
= 880 (700)
GeV for a purely wino LSP in the AMSB model [20, 21]
for τ
χ±1
= 3 (33) ns, respectively [58]. The CMS Col-
laboration used a similar signature and 35.9 fb−1 of data
from the 13 TeV LHC run [59] to constrain the SU(2)L-
triplet charged fermion mass mΣ± in the Type-III Seesaw
model [24] to be > 840 GeV.
5itored at the ETH Zurich SQUID Magnetome-
ter Facility. MoEDAL also incorporates an array
of TimePix pixel devices that serves as a real-
time system for monitoring highly-ionizing back-
grounds in the cavern. We do not consider the
MMTs and TimePix devices in this analysis, but
focus on the capabilities of the NTD stacks.
The NTD elements of the MoEDAL detector
are passive, not needing a trigger, electronic read-
out, high-voltage or gas system. They are cali-
brated directly for highly-ionizing particles by us-
ing heavy-ion beams. Thus, they complement the
main LHC detectors, ATLAS and CMS, which
are not optimized for detecting heavily-ionizing
particles. The NTD array has a low threshold
and can detect particles with an ionization level
Z/β ∼ 7, where Z is the electric charge and β is
the velocity of the particle. The charge resolution
of the plastic NTDs is better than 0.05e, where
e is the electric charge. The TDR NTD array
is supplemented by a Very High Charge Catcher
(VHCC) subdetector with threshold Z/β ∼ 50
applied directly to the outside of the VELO de-
tector housing so as to increase the geometrical
acceptance for magnetic monopoles, which does
not play a role in our analysis.
After the NTD sheets are etched they must
be scanned using optical microscopes, since the
feature (etch-pit) sizes lie in the range 20 to
50 µm. A computer-controlled optical scanning
microscope system will be deployed for MoEDAL
data taking during Run 3. The system will
be controlled by dedicated artificial intelligence
(AI) software that is designed to recognize signal
etch-pits in the presence of beam-induced back-
grounds.
The multi-sheet structure of the NTD stack en-
ables the measurements of individual pits to be
combined to define a precise trajectory and effec-
tive Z/β values that measure the change in ioniza-
tion energy loss as the particle loses energy dur-
ing its passage through the NTD detector stack,
demonstrating that the track comes from the in-
teraction region and has dE/dx values consistent
with a heavily-ionizing electrically-charged parti-
cle.
These characteristics of the NTD system en-
sure that such a particle can be detected with
high efficiency and confidence within the geomet-
ric acceptance of the detector.
4. Analysis framework
In this study we consider the pair production of
singly- and doubly-charged particles at the LHC,
pp→ Y Y +X, where Y represents the antiparti-
cle of Y (which is same as Y if it is self-conjugate),
and X represents soft particles originating from
the beam remnants and initial- and final-state
QCD radiation. The particle Y may be a super-
symmetric particle, specifically an R-hadron con-
taining the strongly-interacting g˜, q˜, t˜, a chargino
χ˜± or a charged slepton ˜`±, or a doubly-charged
particle with spin-0, S++, or spin-1/2, f++.
As already discussed, the MoEDAL detec-
tor is insensitive to electrically-neutral particles
and a coloured supersymmetric particle must be
hadronized into a charged R-hadron to be de-
tected. Since this probability κ (the charged
vs neutral R-hadron fraction) is not well under-
stood [60], we vary this parameter over the range
κ ∈ [0.5, 0.7]. The distances between the interac-
tion point and the MoEDALS’s NTD panels are
on average ∼ 2 m, so MoEDAL is sensitive to par-
ticles Y with lifetimes τ longer than O(1) m/c,
otherwise the detection probability is exponen-
tially suppressed. In this study we treat τ as a
free parameter and in the next Section we iden-
tify the region of the mass vs lifetime plane for
each choice of Y that can be probed by MoEDAL
with Run 3 data.
As also discussed in the previous Section, the
MoEDAL detector is essentially free of SM back-
grounds, and we are therefore interested in the
regions of parameter space where the numbers of
expected signal events detected by MoEDAL are
Nsig ≥ 1 and 2, which we define as the thresholds
for “evidence” and “discovery”. The numbers of
expected signal events are estimated by Monte
Carlo simulation using the following formula:
Nsig(m, τ) = σ(m)·L·
〈∑
i
Θ(βth − βi)P (~βi, τ)
〉
MC
,
(1)
where σ(m) is the production cross-section as a
6function of the target particle’s mass, m, L is the
integrated luminosity, ~β is the particle’s three-
velocity, and 〈· · · 〉MC represents the Monte Carlo
average. The summation over i includes the two
target particles Y and Y in the event. The Heav-
iside step function (Θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and 0
otherwise) models the fact that the NTDs are
capable to detect a particle with ionization level
higher than some threshold, Z/β > 1/βth.
The threshold velocity βth for detection de-
pends in principle on the incident angle between
the direction of the particle and the NTD panel.
This effect was significant in Run 2 of the LHC,
because the NTD panels were not ideally oriented
(see [8] for a study of this effect). However, in
Run 3 all the NTD panels will be facing the in-
teraction point and the incident angles are always
close to optimal. We therefore use a constant
threshold velocity βth in this study for Run 3. We
take βth = 0.15 (0.3) for singly- (doubly-)charged
particles.
We denote the probability for the target parti-
cle with three-velocity ~β and lifetime τ to survive
and hit an NTD panel by P (~βi, τ), which can be
expressed as
P (~β, τ) = (~β) · exp
(
− l(
~β)
γβcτ
)
. (2)
In this expression (~β) = 1 if there is an NTD
panel in the direction of ~β and 0 otherwise. The
exponential factor represents the probability that
the target particle does not decay before reaching
an NTD panel, where l(~β) is the distance between
the interaction point and the NTD panel in the
direction of ~β, τ is the lifetime and γ = (1 −
β2)−1/2.
In order to evaluate the Monte Carlo average
in Eq. (1) we used Madgraph5 aMC v-2.6.7 [61],
and implemented several types of doubly-charged
particles using FeynRules 2 [62].
5. Singly-charged sparticles
5.1. Motivations for candidates
Candidates for the long-lived sparticle include
the gluino, squarks, Winos and Higgsinos, and
sleptons.
The gluino is not detectable directly, since it
hadronizes very soon after production to form
colour-neutral hadrons. The colour of the gluino
may be neutralized by a gluon, forming a neu-
tral hadron, or by a colour-octet quark pair. We
focus on the latter possibility, assuming that the
gluino-gluon state is heavier. We further assume
that gluino/first-generation quark states g˜uu¯,g˜dd¯,
g˜ud¯ and g˜uu¯ are the lightest. Depending on the
details of superhadronic spectroscopy, the light-
est of all the gluino/quark states may be neutral
or charged. In the former case MoEDAL would
not see a signal: we consider here the latter case.
We consider separately the possibilities that
the long-lived sparticle is the lightest squark,
which may be a partner of one of the 5 lightest
quarks, or a stop. We assume that in the former
case the differences between these squark masses
would be relatively small, with the stops much
heavier, whereas in the light stop case the other
squarks would be much heavier. In both cases, we
assume that the other squark species decay into
the lightest one on a time scale O(1) m/c. The
resultant long-lived squark would also appear as
a bound state, of which the lightest is expected
to be that with a first-generation antiquark, e.g.,
u˜u¯, d˜d¯, u˜d¯ or d˜u¯ if the lightest squark is associ-
ated with the first generation. In the former two
cases the lightest squark hadron would be neu-
tral, and MoEDAL would not see a signal: we
assume here one of the latter cases of a charged
long-lived particle.
Another possibility is that the long-lived spar-
ticle is some mixture of Wino, W˜ , and Higgsino,
h˜, and we consider the cases where one or the
other component dominates production. Decays
into the lightest W˜/h˜ combination would again
occur on a time scale O(1) m/c, and this com-
bination could be either neutral or charged: we
consider the latter case here.
We consider finally the possibility that the
long-lived sparticle is a charged slepton, ˜`, and
our results apply to any flavour of slepton, as-
suming that the other slepton flavours are much
heavier. The lightest slepton might be the su-
persymmetric partner of either a left- or right-
handed lepton, and we consider both possibilities
here, making the conservative assumption that
7the heavier one is heavy enough to be effectively
decoupled. In what follows we refer to the light-
est slepton as the τ˜L/R, since the tau slepton
is the lightest in many supersymmetric models.
However, it should be noted that the numerical
results for τL/R are also applicable to the other
sleptons, namely e˜L/R and µ˜L/R, as long as they
are the lightest and other states are decoupled.
We recall that the detection with MoEDAL of
long-lived sleptons via the cascade decays of long-
lived gluinos was studied in [8,9], whereas in this
Section we consider the direct pair production of
long-lived sleptons.
5.2. Run 3 projections for supersymmetric
particles
We begin the discussion of MoEDAL’s pro-
jected sensitivity at Run 3 for singly-charged
long-lived supersymmetric particles, showing in
the upper panel of Fig. 1 the 13 TeV cross-
sections for pair production of various super-
symmetric particle species. The cross-sections
are all taken from the LHC SUSY Cross Section
Working Group [63], except for τ˜L, for which we
used Resummino 2.0.1 [65]. The cross-sections
for coloured supersymmetric particles (g˜, q˜ and
t˜1) are computed including approximate next-to-
next-to-leading order (NNLOApprox) supersym-
metric QCD corrections and the resummation
of soft gluon emission at next-to-next-to-leading-
logarithmic (NNLL) accuracy [64], whereas those
for the weakly-interacting supersymmetric parti-
cles (W˜ , h˜ and τ˜L/R) are calculated to NLO+NLL
accuracy.
The curve for q˜ in the upper panel of Fig. 1
is the sum of the cross-sections for both the left-
and right-handed versions of all 5 light-flavoured
squarks, calculated assuming mg˜ = 3 TeV. In the
cases of electroweakly-interacting sparticles, the
cross-sections are summed over all triplet (dou-
blet) components for W˜ (h˜ and τ˜L). Namely,
we included W˜±W˜ 0 and W˜+W˜− production for
Winos, h˜+h˜−, h˜01,2h˜
± and h˜01h˜
0
2 production for
Higgsino and τ˜+L τ˜
−
L , ν˜τ τ˜
±
L and ν˜τ ν˜τ for producing
the left-handed slepton, assuming that the heav-
ier components of the multiplets decay promptly
into the lightest charged partner, which we as-
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Figure 1. Upper panel: the production cross-sections
for various sparticle species. For the coloured par-
ticles (g˜, q˜ and t˜1), we show NNLOApprox+NNLL
cross-sections [63], while the cross-sections plotted for
the weakly-interacting particles (W˜ , h˜ and τ˜L/R) are
calculated to NLO+NLL accuracy [64]. Lower panel:
the velocity distributions for various sparticle species.
The following representative masses were chosen: g˜:
1010 GeV, q˜: 920 GeV, t˜1: 720 GeV, W˜ : 300 GeV,
τ˜L: 80 GeV.
8sume to be long-lived.4
As expected, one can see in Fig. 1 that the
coloured sparticles have the largest cross-sections,
while sleptons τ˜L/R have smaller cross-sections.
For cross-sections to be above 1 pb, the masses
have to be smaller than around 1 TeV (g˜), 700
GeV (q˜, t˜1), 400 GeV (W˜ , h˜) and 200 GeV (τ˜L/R).
As already mentioned, the production velocity
of a singly-charged particle must be < βth = 0.15
for it to be detectable by MoEDAL’s NTDs. In
the lower panel of Fig. 1 we show the normalised
velocity distributions for various sparticle species,
as computed with MadGraph5 aMC. We took the
following representative masses for this purpose:
g˜: 1010 GeV, q˜: 920 GeV, t˜1: 720 GeV, W˜ :
300 GeV, τ˜L: 80 GeV. The velocity distribution
of the right-handed slepton τ˜R (not shown) is sim-
ilar to that shown for the τ˜L.
We see that the coloured sparticles have, in
general, much lower velocities than the weakly-
interacting sparticles. One reason for this is that
the masses used in this calculation are larger
for coloured particles than for weakly-interacting
ones, so their production is more central. Another
effect is that the production of coloured particles
may be dominated by the gluon-gluon-initiated
t-channel process. On the other hand, the pro-
duction of weakly-interacting particles is largely
dominated by the Drell-Yan s-channel process
from a quark-antiquark initial state. We also
observe that the fermionic particles W˜ and h˜,
have much lower velocities than the scalar par-
ticle τ˜L (τ˜R) on average. This is because the
s-channel process is mediated by spin-1 gauge
bosons (γ/Z/W±), and the pair-production rate
for scalar particles vanishes in the limit of β → 0
because of p-wave suppression, which is absent for
the pair production of the fermionic particles W˜
and h˜.
The grey vertical line in the lower panel of
Fig. 1 marks the detection threshold velocity
βth = 0.15, and the portions of the distributions
to the left of this line can be detected. We see that
4 Charged Winos are usually heavier than the neutral one
by an amount > mpi± , due to radiative corrections. How-
ever, the mass ordering can be reversed by tuning the mix-
ing in the chargino and neutralino sectors, which is the
scenario considered in this study.
the detection efficiency is highest for coloured su-
persymmetric particles, much lower for the slep-
ton, and intermediate for W˜ and h˜.
We now discuss the expected sensitivities of
MoEDAL to long-lived supersymmetric particles
in Run 3 of the LHC, assuming an integrated lu-
minosity of 30 fb−1. In Fig. 2 we show the con-
tours of Nsig = 1 (solid) and 2 (dashed), cor-
responding to the thresholds for “evidence” and
“discovery”, respectively, for strongly-interacting
sparticles in mass versus cτ planes. The top panel
shows the sensitivities for gluinos with the red
and blue contours corresponding to the charged
R-hadron fractions of κ = 0.5 and 0.7, respec-
tively. Under the optimistic assumptions κ = 0.7
and cτ & 100m, MoEDAL is expected to see 1 (2)
signal event(s) for mg˜ ' 1600 (1470) GeV, while
in the more conservative case κ = 0.5, the mass
reach is ∼ 1530 (1400) GeV for Nsig = 1 (2).
The middle panel of Fig. 2 shows the MoEDAL
sensitivity to light-flavour squarks. Since the pro-
duction cross-section depends on mg˜, we show
results for two gluino masses, mg˜ = 2 TeV for
κ = 0.5 (red) and κ = 0.7 (blue) and 3 TeV for
κ = 0.5 (green) and κ = 0.7 (magenta). We see
from the plot that the mass reach is greater for
the smaller gluino mass, since the cross-section
for light-flavour squark production is larger in this
case. In the most optimistic case (mg˜ = 2 TeV,
κ = 0.7, cτ & 100m), MoEDAL could detect the
gluino up to ∼ 1920 (1700) GeV for Nsig = 1
(2). On the other hand for mg˜ = 3 TeV and
κ = 0.5, the mass reach is ∼ 1670 (1450) GeV
for Nsig = 1 (2).
The Run 3 sensitivity for the lighter stop, t˜1, is
presented in the bottom panel of Fig. 2, where the
convention for the line-styles is the same as in the
top panel. We see that a long-lived t˜1 could be
probed by MoEDAL up to mt˜1 ∼ 920 (Nsig = 1)
and 830 (Nsig = 2) GeV for κ = 0.7, while the
reach is ∼ 870 (Nsig = 1) and 780 (Nsig = 2)
GeV for κ = 0.5.
We now turn to discuss the expected sensitivi-
ties for weakly-interacting sparticle species shown
in Fig. 3. The Run 3 projections for MoEDAL
searches for a long-lived Wino (blue) and Hig-
gsino (red) are shown in the top panel. We
see that MoEDAL could probe the Wino up to
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Figure 2. The expected sensitivities of MoEDAL
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species, assuming 30 fb−1 of integrated luminosity.
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W˜
∼ 670 (570) GeV for Nsig = 1 (2) if
cτ & 100 m, whereas the mass reach for the Hig-
gsino with cτ & 100 m is mh˜ ∼ 530 (430) GeV
for Nsig = 1 (2). The higher mass reach for
the Wino is obtained because the cross-section
is larger thanks to its larger SU(2) charge.
The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the MoEDAL
Run 3 sensitivities for long-lived sleptons, τ˜R
(blue) and τ˜L (red). As can be seen, the mass
reach is very low: it is 61 (58) GeV for the
meta-stable τ˜L with Nsig = 1 (2), and 56 GeV for
τ˜R with Nsig=1 (there is no corresponding con-
tour for Nsig=2 for τ˜R.). All of these reaches
are below limits established at LEP [66] and al-
ready excluded. The reason for the low sensitiv-
ity is twofold. First, as discussed above the cross-
sections for slepton production are very low, since
production is mediated by spin-1 gauge bosons in
the s-channel process and the production rate is
velocity suppressed. Secondly, for the same rea-
son the produced sleptons must have larger ve-
locities than the other sparticle species examined
here, as was also discussed previously. We con-
clude that, since MoEDAL targets highly-ionizing
particles with Z/β & 7, it is not sensitive to slep-
tons.
5.3. Comparison with the existing searches
We now compare the prospective MoEDAL
sensitivities at Run 3 with the existing mass lim-
its for metastable supersymmetric particles. Sev-
eral different types of long-lived signatures have
been discussed in the literature and searched for
by ATLAS and CMS. For example, if gluinos
have a lifetime of 1 − 100 mm/c and decay into
dijets, they can be searched for by reconstruct-
ing the displaced vertices originating from meta-
stable gluino decay [55, 57]. Another example
is a disappearing track signature from long-lived
winos with τ ∼ 1 − 10 cm/c. The long-lived
signature emerges when a charged wino is pro-
duced and decays into a nearly mass-degenerate
neutral partner inside one of the silicon track
detectors [56, 58]. Although the aforementioned
searches are powerful for specific scenarios, they
are not relevant for particles with longer life-
times, or when the dominant decay modes dif-
fer from those assumed in the analyses. Since
MoEDAL (ATLAS) (CMS)
g˜ 1600 (2000) (1500)
q˜ 1920 ((2310)) -
t˜ 920 (1350) (1000)
W˜ 670 (1090) -
h˜ 530 ((1170)) -
τ˜ 61 (430) (230)
Table 1
Comparison between the MoEDAL mass reaches at
Run 3 for Nsig = 1, κ = 0.7 and (in parentheses)
the current (95% CL) mass bounds on several long-
lived supersymmetric particle candidates obtained (es-
timated in the cases of q˜ and h˜, in double parenthe-
ses) from the ATLAS heavy stable charged particle
search with L = 36.1 fb−1 [50] (second column) and
CMS [51] (third column) under the model-dependent
assumptions described there and in the text. All
masses are in GeV.
the MoEDAL search is independent of the long-
lived particle decay mode after passing through
the NTDs, it avoids the model dependence of the
above constraints.
There is, however, one type of search whose
constraints are less model-dependent. These are
heavy stable charged particle (HSCP) searches,
which rely on large ionization energy loss dE/dx,
the MoEDAL signature considered here, and
time-of-flight (ToF) measurements, both of which
are independent of the nature of decays. 5 We
therefore focus now on the constraints obtained
from the HSCP searches.
In Table 1 we summarise the prospective
MoEDAL mass reaches at Run 3 for Nsig = 1,
κ = 0.7 and compare them with the current (95%
CL) mass limits obtained by the most recent AT-
LAS HSCP analysis with L = 36.1 fb−1 [50].
The ATLAS Collaboration interpreted their re-
sults for long-lived gluino, stop, Wino and stau
candidates, and derived the lower bounds on their
masses shown in parentheses in the third column
of Table 1. At the time of writing, the most recent
5A scenario that can relax the constraint from HSCP anal-
yses has been proposed and studied in [50].
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CMS HSCP analysis [51] is based on a smaller set
of data (L = 2.5 fb−1) and its limits on the gluino,
stop and stau are weaker than those of ATLAS,
as seen in the last column of Table 1.
The ATLAS constraints on the g˜, t˜ and W˜ long-
lived particle candidates are nominally stronger
than the prospective reaches of MoEDAL with
Run 3 data. However, the ATLAS selection cuts
for this search may lead to gaps in the full phase
space coverage that can be avoided by MoEDAL.
As summarised in Table 1 of [50], ATLAS de-
fined 5 signal regions (SRs), all of which incor-
porated EmissT triggers (varying between 70 and
110 GeV) or single (isolated) high-momentum
muons. 6 Depending on the scenario for long-
lived sparticles that is considered, either or both
of these auxiliary signatures may be absent. For
example, there would be no EmissT signature in a
scenario with weak R-parity violation, so these
events would need to get selected by a muon-like
signature in the detector.
We note also that in [50] ATLAS did not in-
terpret their result in scenarios with long-lived
light-flavour squarks or Higgsinos. In order to es-
timate the possible ATLAS mass reaches for these
particles, we recast the cross-section upper lim-
its for sbottoms (Winos) derived by ATLAS [50].
Our recasting assumes that the detection efficien-
cies of the HSCP analysis would be similar for
light-flavour squarks and bottom squarks, and for
Winos and Higgsinos. Based on this assumption
we derive the mass bounds 2310 (1170) GeV for
squarks (Higgsinos) shown in double parentheses
in Table 1.
Comparing the prospective sensitivities of
MoEDAL for long-lived sparticles with those of
ATLAS and CMS, we note the following two
points. One is that the luminosity to be accumu-
lated by MoEDAL is only about one fifth of that
already accumulated by ATLAS or CMS. This
is because MoEDAL is located at Point 8 of the
LHC together with the LHCb detector, which re-
quires a restricted instantaneous luminosity so as
to suppress pile-up. 7 Secondly, MoEDAL is sen-
6Similarly, the CMS analysis [51] incorporates an EmissT >
170 GeV requirement.
7On the positive side, this restriction results in lower
beam-related background in the MoEDAL NTD detectors.
sitive only to particles with the ionization levels
higher than Z/β & 7, which reduces the accep-
tance for singly-charged HSCPs, in particular.
Finally, we comment on the case of an SU(2)L-
triplet fermion, (Σ±,Σ0), in a Type-III seesaw
model, as was briefly mentioned in Section 1. In
general, the mass degeneracy between Σ± and Σ0
is resolved due to radiative corrections in such a
way mΣ± −mΣ0 > m±pi , which makes the lifetime
of Σ± too short for an HSCP signal in MoEDAL.
However, if there are additional contributions to
the mass splitting so that mΣ± −mΣ0 < m±pi , the
lifetime of Σ± would be long enough for detection
of Σ± at MoEDAL to be possible. For mΣ0 >
mΣ± + m
±
pi , Σ
0 decays promptly to Σ± and the
mass reach would be ∼ 670 GeV and the same as
that for the Winos studied in this Section. For
mΣ0 + m
±
pi > mΣ± > mΣ0 , Σ
± undergoes three-
body decay to Σ0 with a lifetime O(10−6) s. In
this case, the Σ0 does not contribute to the signal
and the signal yield would be reduced by roughly
1/2, since the dominant production mode is pp→
Σ±Σ0. We expect that the mass reach in this case
would be similar to that for the Higgsino studied
in this Section.
6. Doubly-charged particles
6.1. Motivations for candidates
Doubly-charged scalars can arise in variety of
scenarios for physics beyond the standard model
(BSM). As mentioned in Section 1, the Type-II
seesaw model can provide doubly-charged scalars
(H±±) [29–34] that will be relevant for this anal-
ysis. In addition to the Type-II seesaw model,
several other BSM scenarios, namely the Left-
Right model [67–69], the Georgi-Machacek (GM)
model [70–74], the 3-3-1 model [75,76] and the lit-
tle Higgs model [77] also predict doubly-charged
scalars. The supersymmetric versions of these
models can lead to doubly-charged spin-1/2 Hig-
gsinos. The minimal left-right supersymmetric
model which is based on SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×
SU(2)R×U(1)B−L is one such model [38–42]. In
addition to these particular well-studied models
for multiply-charged scalars and fermions, such
particles can also arise in the simplified models
discussed in [43,44].
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In the pure Type-II seesaw model, the doubly-
charged scalars (H±±) belonging to the SU(2)L-
triplet scalar multiplet ∆ couple to leptons and
the W boson, and the corresponding interaction
strengths are controlled by the vacuum expecta-
tion value (vT ) of the neutral component of the
∆. This vev is related to the Majorana masses
of the neutrinos: Mν =
√
2YνvT , where Yν de-
notes the neutrino Yukawa couplings, and the col-
lider limits on the the mass of the doubly-charged
scalars depend on the value of vT . For small vT ≤
10−4 GeV that corresponds to large Yν , and as-
suming degenerate heavy scalar (A,H,H±, H±±)
masses, Br(H±± → `±`±) ≈ 100%(` = e, µ). Us-
ing the like-sign dilepton (LSD) final state, the
current lower bound on mH±± varies between
770 GeV and 870 GeV [78] at the 95% CL from
the direct search for a doubly-charged Higgs bo-
son in the 13 TeV LHC run. The correspond-
ing lower limit on mH±± changes significantly for
vT ≥ 10−4 GeV (small Yν), when the LSD decay
mode of H±± is highly suppressed while several
competing decay modes of H±± start opening up,
such as (i) a pair of heavy bosons W±W±, (ii)
W±H± and (iii) H±H±, if these are kinemat-
ically accessible. The subsequent decays of W
and H± into various leptons and jets give rise to
rather complicated final states. Due to the cas-
cade nature of the final state, the collider bound
on the doubly-charged scalar is rather weak in
this case.
The ATLAS collaboration studied the pair pro-
duction of doubly-charged scalars that subse-
quently decay into pairs of W bosons (assum-
ing Br(H±± → W±W±) ≈ 100%) in the 13
TeV LHC run. Non-observation of any signal be-
yond the standard model background sets a new
limit on the doubly-charged scalar mass. Using
a data sample from an integrated luminosity of
36.1 fb−1, the mH±± has been excluded between
200-220 GeV at 95% CL [79].
The left-right (LR) symmetric model predicts
two types of doubly-charged scalars H±±L and
H±±R , corresponding to SU(2)L and SU(2)R
triplet scalars ∆L and ∆R, respectively. As these
two scalars belong to different gauge group, their
couplings with fermions and gauge bosons are dis-
tinctly different. This is reflected in their produc-
tion rates at the LHC: σ(pp→ H++L H−−L +· · · ) ≈
2.3 × σ(pp → H++R H−−R ) + · · · , due to the dif-
ferent coupling strength of H±±L,R with the Z bo-
son [78, 80]. The ATLAS Collaboration looked
for doubly-charged scalars in the LSD invariant
mass distributions for the e±e±, µ±µ± and e±µ±
final states, and also in final states with three or
four leptons (only electrons and muons) in the
13 TeV LHC run with an integrated luminos-
ity of 36.1 fb−1. No significant excess over the
standard model prediction was observed. As a
result, lower mass limits were obtained for the
mH±±L
and mH±±R
, assuming Br(H±±L,R → `±`±) =
100%(` = e, µ). The limit for mH±±L
is same as
that in the Type-II seesaw model. However, for
the mH±±R
the observed lower limit varies between
660 GeV and 760 GeV at the 95% CL [78].
In the GM model, the current LHC limit on
mH±± varies between 200 and 220 GeV at 95%
CL, as obtained using an integrated luminosity of
36.1 fb−1 in the 13 TeV LHC run by the ATLAS
Collaboration [79].
One should note that in all these search anal-
yses only prompt decays of H±±L,R scalars (cτ <
10µm) were considered [78]. Hence they are
complementary to the long-lived particle search
that is possible with MoEDAL. In the Type-II
seesaw model, there are certain regions of the
(vT ,mH±±) parameter plane where the life-time
of the doubly-charged scalar can be much longer.
If the H±± were to decay outside an LHC de-
tector, it would leave a heavily-ionizing charged
track signal. Both the ATLAS and CMS col-
laborations have studied these signatures of such
heavy long-lived particles, as we discuss later.
6.2. Run 3 projections for doubly-charged
particles
We study here the prospective MoEDAL sen-
sitivities to four types of doubly-charged parti-
cles: (singlet, triplet) × (scalar, fermion). For the
singlet and triplet types, the weak gauge quan-
tum number assignments are (SU(2)L, U(1)Y ) =
(1, 2) and (3, 1), respectively, and all these parti-
cles are assumed to be colour singlets.
We show in the top panel of Fig. 4 the 13
TeV cross-sections for the production of doubly-
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Figure 4. Top panel: the leading-order production
cross-sections at 13 TeV for various types of doubly-
charged particles. Middle and lower panels: the veloc-
ity distributions for various doubly-charged particles
with masses 50 and 300 GeV.
charged particles. We see that, for species with
the same spin, the cross-sections for triplet parti-
cles are an order of magnitude larger than those
for the singlet. This is because we included all the
neutral pp → Y 0Y 0, Y +Y −, Y ++Y −− + · · · and
charged pp → Y 0Y ±, Y ±Y ±± + · · · triplet pro-
duction modes, assuming that the heavier compo-
nents of the multiplets decay promptly into the
nearly-degenerate lightest doubly-charged part-
ner, so that all the production modes end up with
the final state containing two doubly-charged
particles. The neutral charge combinations are
produced via s-channel γ/Z, while the charged
ones are produced via an s-channel W±. Un-
like the triplet species, the singlet species has
only one neutral production mode, namely pp→
Y ++Y −− + · · · .
We also see in the top panel of Fig. 4 that the
cross-sections are an order of magnitude higher
for fermions than scalars with the same gauge
quantum numbers. One reason for this is that a
Dirac fermion has twice as many degrees of free-
dom as a complex scalar. Another reason is, as
already discussed in Section 5.2, the production of
doubly-charged particles is mediated by s-channel
gauge boson exchange, in which the two-scalar fi-
nal states suffer threshold velocity suppression:
σ → 0 in the limit β → 0. This suppression is
absent for fermion pair production.
In the case of doubly-charged particles, the
threshold velocity for detection is βth = 0.3,
higher by a factor of two compared to singly-
charged ones due to the higher electric charge. In
the middle and bottom panels of Fig. 4 we show
the normalised velocity distributions for pair-
produced doubly-charged particles with masses
mY = 50 and 300 GeV, respectively. The grey
vertical lines indicate βth = 0.3, and only events
to the left of the lines are detectable by MoEDAL.
Comparing these two plots, we see that the dis-
tributions are more mass-dependent in the high-β
region, whereas the mass effects are mild in the
lower-velocity regions where β . 0.3. Neverthe-
less, about a factor of two more events satisfy
β < 0.3 for mY = 300 GeV than for mY = 50
GeV. We also see clear differences in the momen-
tum distributions between fermions and scalar
particles for both mY = 50 and 300 GeV. As dis-
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Figure 5. The expected sensitivities of MoEDAL for
various long-lived doubly-charged particle species, as-
suming 30 fb−1 of integrated luminosity.
cussed earlier, this is because angular-momentum
conservation again forces the scalar pair produc-
tion via the s-channel gauge boson exchange to
be velocity suppressed, σ → 0 in the limit β → 0.
Unlike scalars, the production rate for fermions is
non-vanishing even at β = 0.
We show in Fig. 5 the expected MoEDAL sen-
sitivities for four types of colour-singlet doubly-
charged particles: a scalar singlet (red), a scalar
triplet (blue), a fermion singlet (green) and a
fermion triplet (magenta), assuming a Run 3 in-
tegrated luminosity of 30 fb−1. As expected from
the above discussion, the fermion triplet has the
highest mass reach among the four types, due to
its large cross-section and favourable production
velocities. MoEDAL can probe this particle up to
mY ∼ 1130 (990) GeV with Nsig = 1 (2) for the
Run 3 luminosity if cτ & 100 m, as indicated by
the solid (dashed) line. The next most sensitive
particle is the fermion-singlet, for which we esti-
mate the MoEDAL mass reach with cτ & 100 m
to be around 650 (540) GeV forNsig = 1 (2). The
mass reaches for the two scalar particles (singlet
and triplet) are significantly lower than the corre-
sponding fermionic particles, due to their smaller
cross-sections and higher typical velocities. The
MoEDAL mass reaches at Run 3 are around 340
MoEDAL (CMS)
Scalar singlet 160 ((320))
Fermion singlet 650 (630)
Scalar triplet 340 ((590))
Fermion triplet 1130 ((900))
Table 2
Compilation of the prospective MoEDAL mass
reaches (Nsig = 1) at Run 3 and comparison with
the current (95% CL) mass bound for a long-lived
fermion-singlet doubly-charged particle obtained from
the CMS heavy stable charged particle search with
L = 2.5 fb−1 [51] (in parentheses). Our estimates
of possible CMS bounds on other types of particle are
in double parentheses. All masses are in GeV.
(280) GeV for the scalar triplet and 160 (130)
GeV for the scalar singlet for Nsig = 1 (2) if
cτ & 100 m.
6.3. Comparison with the existing searches
We compare prospective MoEDAL mass
reaches (Nsig = 1) at Run 3 for the types of
doubly-charged meta-stable particles examined in
this Section, together with the available mass
bound. As discussed in Section 5.3, the most rel-
evant constraints are obtained by the heavy sta-
ble charged particle (HSCP) searches by ATLAS
and CMS, which are based on the ionization en-
ergy loss dE/dx and the time-of-flight measure-
ments but incorporate additional trigger require-
ments. The analysis utilizing the largest data-set
(L = 36.1 fb−1) is that from ATLAS [50]. In Sec-
tion 5.3 we compared the MoEDAL mass reaches
for various long-lived sparticles with mass bounds
from this analysis. However, ATLAS did not in-
terpret their results for doubly-charged particles
in [50], and did not provide mass limits.
CMS, on the other hand, has published their
latest HSCP analysis [51] based on a smaller data-
set, L = 2.5 fb−1, and have interpreted their re-
sult for a long-lived doubly-charged particle that
is an SU(2) singlet and has spin-1/2. The mass
bound for this particle is found to be 630 GeV,
which is 20 GeV lower than the MoEDAL Run 3
mass reach, as shown in parentheses in Table 2.
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We emphasis that the CMS analysis incorporated
extra assumptions, such as an EmissT > 170 GeV
requirement or the presence of a muon-like par-
ticle, rendering the result more model-dependent
than the prospective MoEDAL sensitivity.
In [51], CMS did not directly interpret their
result for other types of doubly-charged particles.
In order to derive approximate mass bounds for
other types of doubly-charged particles, we as-
sume that the detection efficiencies are not very
sensitive to the nature of particles other than the
electric charge. With this assumption we use the
cross-section upper limit for the fermion singlet
particle provided in [51] as approximate cross-
section limits for other types of doubly-charged
particles (scalar singlet, scalar triplet and fermion
triplet).
We estimate the CMS mass bound for scalar
singlet (scalar triplet) obtained by the above
recasting procedure to be ∼ 320 (590) GeV,
which can be compared with the corresponding
MoEDAL mass reach of 160 (340) GeV (Nsig =
1, L = 30 fb−1). In the case of the fermion
triplet, we estimate the CMS mass bound to be
∼ 900 GeV , which is surpassed by the Run 3
mass reach of MoEDAL, which is 1130 GeV. Our
estimates of these CMS sensitivities are shown in
double parentheses, in view of potential model
dependence associated with the CMS analysis as-
sumptions and the fact that they are not official
CMS results and have uncertainties due to our
recasting procedure.
7. Conclusions
We have analysed in this paper the prospective
sensitivities of the MoEDAL detector for searches
for singly- and doubly-charged long-lived parti-
cles during Run 3 of the LHC, considering the
specific examples of supersymmetric particles and
scalars and fermions that are suggested by Type-
II and Type-III seesaw models of neutrino masses,
respectively. We emphasise that the MoEDAL
search would be completely model-independent,
using simply the capabilities of its NTDs. How-
ever, MoEDAL suffers from two disadvantages
with respect to the general-purpose LHC detec-
tors, ATLAS and CMS. It is sensitive only to an
anomalous level of ionisation corresponding to ve-
locities β < 0.15 for singly-charged particles and
β < 0.3 for doubly-charged particles, and it is an-
ticipated that MoEDAL may accumulate 30 fb−1
of luminosity by the end of Run 3, an order of
magnitude less than ATLAS and CMS.
The greatest MoEDAL sensitivities for super-
symmetric particles are for strongly-interacting
species, namely light-flavoured squarks, the
gluino and stop squarks. There are also interest-
ing sensitivities for long-lived charginos, whereas
the sensitivity for a long-lived slepton is below the
model-independent limit already established by
LEP. However, we regard the model-independent
potential MoEDAL sensitivities to other sparti-
cles as quite complementary to the limits set by
ATLAS and CMS, and of particular interest in
scenarios such as those with weakly-broken R-
parity in which there is no EmissT .
Among the particles examined in this paper,
the doubly-charged fermion triplet appears to be
the most favourable for MoEDAL. Since it is
doubly-charged, the threshold velocity is relaxed
to β = 0.3, so MoEDAL accepts a larger fraction
of signal events. Since it is a fermion, the par-
ticles are much more likely to be produced near
threshold than would be a scalar. Finally, it is
an SU(2)-triplet and has the largest cross section
among the doubly-charged particles we have stud-
ied. Therefore, the typical mass scale that can be
probed is higher than for the other electroweakly-
interacting cases, corresponding to a lower typi-
cal production velocity. Although our study sug-
gests that the MoEDAL can probe a substantial
non-excluded region of the parameter space of the
fermion-triplet doubly-charged particle, one must
keep in mind that the estimated CMS limit is ap-
proximate and based on a much smaller data set
than that obtained by the end of Run 2.
It is clear that by the end of Run 3 ATLAS and
CMS are likely to be able to provide better con-
straints on all the long-lived charged particle can-
didates that we have considered here. However,
we would like to emphasise that the MoEDAL
analysis we have described here would be able to
set limits that are independent of auxiliary signal
assumptions.
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